Acute suppurative thyroiditis with thyroid metastasis from esophageal cancer.
Acute suppurative thyroiditis(AST) is a rare infectious disease,accounting for only 0.1%-0.7% of all thyroid diseases.Some patients with AST may have other thyroid diseases,such as thyroid cysts,nodules,tumors and subacute thyroiditis(SAT).The incidence of metastatic spread of malignancies to the thyroid is also relatively low and about 1.4%-3.0% of all thyroid malignant tumors.Thyroid metastasis originating from the esophagus is poorly documented.We report a first case of AST complicated with thyroid metastasis from esophageal cancer to summarize diagnosis and treatment experiences,enhance understandings of AST and thyroid metastasis. A 66-year-old male presented to our hospital because of a one-month history of fever,neck pain and swelling.He had no other medical history except for diabetes.The suspicion of AST was raised by his medical history,symptoms,physical examinations,and orthe relevant examinations.We avoided prescribing glucocorticoids and started the antibiotic therapy the first time.At the same time,the patient's blood glucose was well controlled.However,the patient didn't produce response after the reasonable antibiotic therapy.We realized the presence of malignant tumors immediately and confirmed thyroid metastasis from esophageal cancer at last. This is the first case of AST complicated with thyroid metastasis from easophageal cancer and it throws new light on AST and thyroid metastasis for physicians.When patient present to hospital because of fever,neck pain and swelling,AST should be alarmed.The diagnosis of AST should be based on high clinical suspicion.In addition,thyroid cancer have to be taken into our account,especially when antibiotic therapy is ineffective.Notably,except for primary thyroid cancer,thyroid metastasis should be alarmed.